
From: Board.Secretary  
Sent: Friday, June 17, 2016 5:07 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Correspondence: Letter addressed to Steve Heminger, Executive Director, MTC - Re: 
Compelling Case Process and Capitol Expressway LRT-Phase 2 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

From Topic 

Supervisor Dave Cortese Letter addressed to Steve Heminger, Executive Director, 

Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) re: Compelling 

Case Process and Capitol Expressway LRT-Phase 2 

 
Thank you. 

 

 
Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
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June 16,2016

Mr. Steve Heminger
Executive Director
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
375 Beale Street, Suite 800
San Francisco, CA 94105-2006

RE: Compelling Case Process and Capitol Expressway LRT-Phase 2

Dear Steve,

I am following up on my own comments in MTC public meetings regarding the Commission's
process for incorporating the Project Performance results into the transportation investment element
of the preferred scenario for Plan Bay Area 2040.I understand that the full Commission approved the
criteria currently being used. However, as I stated in past meetings, the notion that the modeling
being utilized by MTC does not take into account weighting in the point scoring for Communities of
Concern is extremely problematic. I say this as Chair of the Commission and as a broad-based
statement with regard to the application of the criteria over all projects in the 9 county region. The
modeling and scoring system seems to turn the federal civil rights scheme on its head. It does so by
making it more difficult for projects surrounded by Communities of Concem to qualifu and/or
compete for funding.

From a more parochial vantage point, as President of the Board of Supervisors and as a commissioner
from Santa Clara County, I draw your attention to the above issue as it relates to the so-called Capitol
Expressway LRT-Phase 2. This project is environmentally cleared, shovel ready, and prioritizedby
VTA as the second highest Measure Alocal funding priority behind only the BART extension. It
creates regional station-to-station connectivity with the BART extension at Milpitas and it locally
creates direct connectivity between Santa Clara County's #1 Transit Hub in East San Jose and
entertainment venues in downtown San Jose and elsewhere in the county, such as Levi Stadium, and
indirect connectivity through the BART extension to similar entertainment venues in Oakland and
San Francisco. Furthermore, it connects this same population with the Bay Trail and numerous
BikeÆed alignments. Moreover, it is the only VTA project of its kind which is completely enveloped
by Communities of Concern. This project has a B/C Ratio of 6 and a Targets score of 5.5, scoring it
just below the threshold for High Perfoñnance assessment. One can only assume that if this project's
overwhelming status as a Community of Concern were weighted as part of the scoring that it would
have met the High Performance Threshold. The outcome is the difference between equity being
served vs equity being disregarded.
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I understand that VTA has submitted its compelling case documents to further support this case

regarding Capitol Expressway LRT-Phase 2 and perhaps other cases/projects for which VTA would
like to make a case" I am writing to encourage you and the commission to favorably review Capitol
Expressway LRT-Phase 2 in light of the information provided.

As to the broader issue of constructing Plan Bay Area criteria and modeling in the future I continue to
urge MTC administration and my colleagues to re-think the appropriateness of excluding
Communities of Concern from base-case assessments in the future especially when funding and
competition for funding hangs in the balance"

Thank you for your consideration

S

Cortese
President, Board of Supervisors, Chair MTC

Cc: General Manager Nuria Fernandez, VTA
Mayor Sam Liccardo, MTC Commissioner
Rep. Zoe Lofgren, United States Congress
Hon. Cindy Chavez, Chair VTA
Board of Directors, VTA



From: Board.Secretary  
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 3:22 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: Smart Stop Demonstration 
 

 
 

Contact: Stacey Hendler 

Ross                                                                                                            June 13, 

2016                                                           Stacey.Hendlerross@vta.org 

408.464.7810 

 

VTA Demonstrates Innovative Smart Stop Technology 
 
SAN JOSE – Waiting for a bus is about to enter the “smart technology” era, as the Santa Clara 

Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) teams up with two high-tech leaders in the automotive 

ecosystem – Renesas Electronics America Inc. and eTrans Systems – to demonstrate a new 

application to improve the rider experience through technology innovation.  

A cutting-edge application, referred to as a “Smart Stop” that works between buses and waiting 

passengers will be demonstrated at the annual conference of the Intelligent Transportation 

Society of America (ITS America), June 12-16 in San Jose, CA.   The Smart Stop 

demonstration will take place Tuesday, June 14, off Viola Ave. next to the San Jose 

Convention center South Hall between 10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. 

A bus stop can become very crowded and confusing when serving multiple bus routes, or during 

bad weather the passenger may be in a location difficult to be seen by the driver. Developed with 

leading global automotive semiconductor supplier Renesas Electronics America and eTrans 

Systems, a leading developer of software solutions for connected and automated vehicles, the 

Smart Stop demonstration is designed to highlight V2I (Vehicle-To-Infrastructure) and V2V 

(Vehicle-To-Vehicle) solutions using Dedicated Short Range Communications, or DSRC, for 

safety and mobility applications. 

V2X technology connects the fleet systems with infrastructure, using 5.9 GHz WI-FI 

communications, allowing vehicles to reliably interact with infrastructure, enabling collision 

avoidance, and promoting fuel efficiency making ridership a greener efficient experience.   

 

“VTA is looking for new and inventive ways to improve the customer experience when taking 

transit,” said Gary Miskell, VTA’s Chief Information Officer.  “A Smart Stop provides 

customers a quick and simple way to keep them informed on their trip.” 

“It’s an exciting time for the transportation industry, and Renesas Electronics America is pleased 

to partner with VTA and eTrans Systems to demonstrate the first eco-friendly solution for V2X,” 

said Vinay Thadani, Senior Staff Product Marketing Manager, Automotive Unit, Renesas 

mailto:Stacey.Hendlerross@vta.org
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http://www.etranssystems.com/


Electronics America, and ITS California committee member. “Connecting the innovation of 

transit, vehicle, and infrastructure of the VTA, while using a Renesas On-Board Unit with eTrans 

Systems technologies, Smart Stop will promote safety and greener ridership in overall transit.”  

 

eTrans Systems has designed communications software that allows the bus and the bus stop to 

communicate using DSRC technology. 

"DSRC is an emerging technology that is going to greatly improve road safety and mobility and 

we are very excited to rollout this cutting-edge solution with VTA," said John Estrada eTrans 

Systems CEO. 

A mock Valley Transportation Authority bus stop will demonstrate the use of DSRC to let a bus 

operator know if someone is waiting at a particular stop, and to let passengers know when the 

bus is nearby. This will allow busses to avoid having to stop when there are no passengers 

waiting, which saves time and fuel. 

When passengers arrive at a bus stop, they can use an app on their smartphone or the touch 

screen at the bus stop kiosk to indicate that they are waiting for a particular bus.  This request is 

then passed to a Road Side Unit that runs software developed by eTrans Systems. The Road Side 

Unit then uses DSRC technology to transmit that request to the bus on-board unit which 

generates an audible and visual alert. As the bus approaches the bus stop, DSRC communication 

is used to notify the passenger, via their smartphone, that the bus is approaching. 

A second demonstration of DSRC technology will feature Renesas Electronics advanced ADAS 

autonomous driving platform, which uses a combination of sensor fusion, 3D surround view, and 

V2X technologies to provide driver warnings for collisions, red lights and road construction. 

NHTSA has stated that V2X technology can reduce up to 80% of the crashes in the U.S. 

Regulations expected to go into effect will eventually mandate V2X technology to be integrated 

with existing vehicle safety features to optimize driver safety and fuel efficiency. Many major 

auto manufacturers have already begun to respond to the new mandate, which is proposed for 

vehicles manufactured for model year 2019. 

 

Demonstrations of the new technology will take place Tuesday, June 14, off Viola Ave next 

to the San Jose Convention center South Hall between 10 a.m. and 3:30 p.m. 

 

 
About VTA 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) is an independent special district that provides 

sustainable, accessible, community-focused transportation options that are innovative, environmentally 

responsible, and promote the vitality of our region.  VTA is responsible for bus, light rail and paratransit 

operations and also serves as the county’s congestion management agency.  

 

 

 
 



From: Board.Secretary  
Sent: Monday, June 13, 2016 9:13 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Correspondence: Letters of Support for AB 1640 (Stone) and SB 824 (Beall) 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

From Topic 

Chairperson Cindy Chavez Letters of Support for AB 1640 (Stone) and SB 824 (Beall) 

 
Thank you. 

 

 
Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
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June 2, 2016 
 
The Honorable Richard Pan, Chairperson 
Senate Public Employment & Retirement Committee 
State Capitol, Room 4070 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
Dear Chairperson Pan: 
 
The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) respectfully requests your support for AB 1640 
(Stone) when this bill comes before the Senate Public Employment & Retirement Committee for a vote.  
AB 1640 seeks to resolve any ambiguity in current state law relating to the “classic” retirement status of the 
small subset of public transit employees hired between January 1, 2013, the effective date of the Public 
Employees’ Pension Reform Act of 2013 (PEPRA), and December 30, 2014.  The latter date is relevant 
because it is when the District Court, Eastern Division of California, ruled that PEPRA did not preclude the 
U.S. Department of Labor (DOL) from certifying a federal grant submitted by the Sacramento Regional 
Transit District (SacRT). 
 
Public transit employees hired during this “gap” period were exempt from PEPRA pursuant to the 
enactment of AB 1222 (Bloom) in 2013.  AB 1640 merely clarifies that:  (1) the exemption for these 
employees applies for the duration of their employment;  (2) their “classic” retirement status was not 
intended to change when the District Court issued its ruling on December 30, 2014; and  (3) these 
employees should receive the retirement benefits they were promised when they were hired. 
 
By way of background, shortly after the enactment of PEPRA in 2012, several unions representing public 
transit employees filed objections with DOL, contending that the changes to public employee retirement 
benefits proposed by the bill restricted collective bargaining rights and, thus, PEPRA violated a provision 
in federal law known colloquially as Section 13(c).  Enacted in 1964 as part of the Urban Mass Transit Act, 
Section 13(c) requires DOL to certify that public transit agencies are preserving employee collective 
bargaining rights as a condition of receiving federal grant funding.  In response to these objections, DOL 
began holding up grant applications submitted by California public transit agencies and urged that state 
legislation be enacted to exempt public transit employees from PEPRA.  The Brown Administration, 
however, did not agree with DOL’s interpretation of Section 13(c) relative to PEPRA and indicated that the 
issue should be litigated. 
 
Eventually, DOL and the Brown Administration reached an agreement on a way to break the impasse.  
First, DOL notified SacRT that it was refusing to certify one of its grants, a decision that provided an 
avenue for the filing of a lawsuit to resolve the disagreement between DOL and the Brown Administration 
in court.  Then legislation was enacted to exempt public transit employees from PEPRA while the Section 
13(c) issue was litigated, which was enough to prompt DOL to begin certifying federal grant applications 
for California public transit agencies.  This bill, AB 1222, stipulated that if the court were to rule in favor of 
DOL, the exemption for public transit employees would become permanent.  On the other hand, the 
exemption would sunset either with a court ruling against DOL or on January 1, 2015 (later extended by 
AB 1783 to January 1, 2016), whichever occurred sooner. 
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When the U.S. District Court, Eastern District of California, decided in favor of the state and SacRT on 
December 30, 2014, all public transit agencies began applying PEPRA to employees hired after that date.  
Less clear, however, is what should happen to those employees who were hired when the AB 1222 
exemption was in place.  In fact, state law is being interpreted and implemented in different ways. 
 
In February 2015, the California Public Employees’ Retirement System (CalPERS) issued a circular to its 
member public transit agencies, including VTA, stating that those individuals hired as “classic” employees 
while the AB 1222 exemption was in place would convert to PEPRA, effective December 30, 2014.  We 
cannot find anything in the public record relative to AB 1222 that supports this interpretation and that 
clearly indicates the “classic” retirement status of these employees would change if the District Court ruled 
in favor of the state and SacRT.  In fact, in the case of public transit agencies that use retirement systems 
other than CalPERS, those systems have interpreted AB 1222 to mean that these employees were exempt 
from PEPRA for the duration of their employment and, thus, retain their “classic” retirement status.  
Therefore, we have a situation where public transit workers hired while the AB 1222 exemption was in 
place are being treated differently depending on which agency employs them, which raises a question of 
fairness. 
 
AB 1640 would end this ambiguity and confusion.  It would ensure that employees hired by public transit 
agencies while the AB 1222 exemption was in place would be treated in the same manner regardless of 
which agency they work for and which retirement system their agency uses.  The bill also would ensure 
that these employees would receive the retirement benefits they were promised when they were hired.  For 
these reasons, we respectfully seek your support for AB 1640.  Thank you for your consideration of our 
request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Cindy Chavez, Chairperson 
Board of Directors 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 



 
 
 
 
May 4, 2016 
 
The Honorable Ricardo Lara, Chairperson 
Senate Appropriations Committee 
State Capitol, Room 2206 
Sacramento, CA  95814 
 
Dear Chairperson Lara: 
 
The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) respectfully requests your support for SB 824 
(Beall) when this bill comes before the Senate Appropriations Committee for a vote.  This legislation 
would provide a few more tools and as much flexibility as possible to allow public transit agencies to 
more effectively manage and utilize their formula shares under the Low Carbon Transit Operations 
Program (LCTOP).  The modest changes to LCTOP proposed by SB 824 would allow public transit 
agencies to maximize greenhouse gas emissions that could be reduced through the expenditure of their 
formula shares in a way that makes the most sense for their individual systems. 
 
As you know, existing law continuously appropriates 5 percent of all cap-and-trade auction proceeds to 
LCTOP, which is administered by Caltrans, in coordination with the California Air Resources Board 
(CARB).  This formula-based program provides operating and capital assistance to public transit 
agencies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and improve mobility.  Under LCTOP, funding flows to 
public transit agencies according to the State Transit Assistance Program (STA) formula.  If a public 
transit agency’s service area includes disadvantaged communities, current law requires that at least 50 
percent of its funding be used for projects or services that benefit those communities. 
 
SB 824 is the product of lessons learned from both the Proposition 1B Public Transportation 
Modernization, Improvement, and Service Enhancement Account (PTMISEA) Program, and from the 
first rounds of programming of LCTOP funding.  The bill includes suggestions offered by public transit 
agencies based on their experiences with those two programs.  Some of the key provisions in SB 824, 
which are applicable to both operating and capital expenditures consistent with current law and the 
guidelines that have been adopted for the program by Caltrans and CARB, are as follows: 
 
1. LONPs:  Similar to provisions in current law relating to other state transportation funding programs, 

allows a public transit agency to obtain a Letter of No Prejudice from Caltrans.  An LONP would 
enable the public transit agency to advance its project or begin operating its service enhancements 
immediately using local dollars, and then be reimbursed with LCTOP funds when they become 
available.  Without an LONP, a public transit agency would have to wait until it was allocated its 
LCTOP money by the Controller’s Office before it could start implementing its project or service 
enhancements. 

 
2. Operating Assistance:  Clarifies that a public transit agency may continue to use its LCTOP formula 

share for operating assistance beyond the first fiscal year in which a service enhancement or 
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expansion is implemented, so long as the agency can demonstrate that reductions in greenhouse gas 
emissions will be realized.  This provision is intended to ensure that the public transit agency would 
not find itself in the position of having to cut the service in year two if it does not have the local 
funding in its operating budget to support it. 

 
3. Zero-Emission Buses:  Allows a public transit agency to use its LCTOP formula share to purchase 

zero-emission buses, including electric buses, to replace diesel buses currently in its fleet, or to 
install the necessary infrastructure to support the operation of clean vehicles.  While these types of 
expenditures would result in immediate greenhouse gas emissions reductions once the buses are 
delivered and put into service, they are not eligible for LCTOP funding under current law, unless the 
public transit agency also increases service.  Unfortunately, a public transit agency may not have the 
funding in its operating budget to be able to do so. 

 
4. Loaning Funds:  Allows a public transit agency that is not ready to move forward with an 

expenditure in a particular fiscal year to loan its LCTOP formula share to another eligible recipient 
within the same region that is trying to advance a project or implement new service, but cannot fully 
fund it with its own LCTOP share.  This tool would help put LCTOP funds to use by facilitating 
partnerships between two public transit agencies that otherwise would make the decision to hold 
onto their formula shares. 

 
5. Banking and Transferring:  Codies into law provisions in the LCTOP guidelines adopted by Caltrans 

and CARB that allow a public transit agency to:  (1) “bank” its LCTOP formula share, so that it can 
save up and accumulate a sufficient amount of money to use for a larger, more meritorious 
expenditure at some later date; or  (2) transfer its formula share in a particular fiscal year to another 
eligible recipient within the same region if the agency does not intend to use its money. 

 
The modest changes proposed in SB 824 would result in a more desirable outcome because they would 
help public transit agencies maximize the total amount of greenhouse gas emissions reductions that 
could be achieved with their LCTOP formula shares based on their own unique set of circumstances.  At 
the same time, the bill preserves the ability of public transit agencies to use their LCTOP formula funds 
equally for operating assistance or capital expenditures, as provided for in current law, and in the 
guidelines that Caltrans and CARB have adopted for the program.  Therefore, we respectfully seek your 
support for this legislation.  Thank you for your consideration of our request. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Cindy Chavez, Chairperson 
Board of Directors 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 


